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Abstract: This study puts urban heritage in the setting of property owners’ small-scale and
resource-based management of ordinary old buildings. This phenomenon indicates a need not
only to reconceptualize urban heritage in its actual complex web of negotiations over constraints of
the regulation (urban planning, including preservation) and economy (the real estate market) but also
to pay attention to the emergence of a new ethos. The case concerns a Swedish second-city context and
the specific moment in time: When the 1990s recession had disarmed the real estate market. Based
upon ethnographic fieldwork, this study used an assemblage perspective to allow for a following of
entanglements of material and matter. The study sheds light upon the emergence of a small-scale and
resource-based management in the midst of managerially defined cycles of investment. Important
for the output was 1) the set-up of a network of skilled craftsmen, antiquarians, and entrepreneurs
‘of the right mindset that enabled for the authentic material result but that also helped navigate
regulation and financial parties, 2) the “alternative market for reverential maintenance and repair”
that guaranteed the appropriate supply of materials, products, and skills that differed from the
mainstream construction market. For the means of understanding the ethos involved, the study
introduced the notion of “factual life-span of buildings”. The overall aim of this article was to
contribute to research on heritage urbanism by adding a resource management perspective that
focusses on the entanglements of material and matter.

Keywords: urban heritage; resource management; entanglements; factual life-span; small property
owner

1. Introduction

Existing old urban buildings confront heritage practitioners, planners, policymakers, real estate
managers, property owners, and citizens alike when it comes to negotiating the relationship between
the urban past, present, and future. The different actors involved operate with different rationales,
means, material entanglements, and temporal perspectives. While planners mostly conceive of this
situation as related to the future (plans), and official heritage officers conceive of it as a question of
the representation of history (as heritage), this article would situate the very general question of how
new notions of urban heritage emerges and materializes, in the specific context of small-scale urban
property owners in the 1990s Sweden. From the observations in this particular context, the article
discusses what urban heritage is about, and in what direction conceptual development is needed
to encircle its relationship to larger challenges about sustainability. The main argument is that any
up-to-day conceptualization of urban heritage needs to acknowledge urban heritage as a particular
outcome. It is not about the particularities of the object of concern (old and with artistic qualities or
alike), it is not about which are the specific actors and initiatives involved (the authorization given),
and it is not about the discourses involved. It is not even about the future as such. To encircle its
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relevance, heritage research—methods, perspectives, empirical material, and interpretations—must
aim beyond structuralist understandings.

The article suggested that urban heritage is about oeconomia, meaning housekeeping, husbandry,
and economy in the sense of using resources wisely, for gain beyond the individual, and with long-term
perspectives. It includes activities of saving, safeguarding, mending, and care-taking, and it is an
activity in opposition to exploitation. The focus enabled is that of urban heritage as a particular
outcome, instead of as a particular kind of objects, or objects defined by particular actors, etc. The focus
on outcome enables evaluation. Do the activities of concern promote sustainability? Which kind of
sustainability? In this context, sustainability is encircled as resource-saving practices. Support of the
argument of urban heritage as a particular outcome is drawn from the recent conceptualization of
urban heritage in terms of “heritage urbanism” [1], see below. Accordingly, the overall aim of this
article was to contribute to research on heritage urbanism by adding empirical observations from
the context of small-scale property management. The perspective employed allows a focus on the
entanglements of material and matter. The main contribution is the identification of property owners’
explicit resource-based ethos and contextualization of this ethos. We have observed the key role
played by first—informal networks consisting of craftsmen, heritage specialists, planning officers,
and entrepreneurs, and second an “alternative market for repair of old buildings”. This alternative
market consists of the exchange of old reused parts and details from old buildings (instead of modern
additions) and by the exchange of skills, know-how, and skilled craft (instead of cheap quick-fix).

In employing a perspective of (human and material) entanglement, buildings are a kind of
assemblage “always being assembled and reassembled in changing configurations” [2,3]. However,
buildings also introduce a unique temporal dimension. The notion of a “factual life-span of buildings”
refers to an essential phenomenal socio-material capacity of buildings to endure over very long
time-period; buildings embody the capacity of a much longer life-cycle than humans. This very
capacity may bring a set of particular human practices, including to observe, to act upon, and to develop.
Practices, such as these, may, therefore, be deviant from the expected management schemes to meet
the inevitable write-off through recurrent cycles of substantial reinvestments. In every-day language,
the outcome is called modernization or development. The “factual life-span of buildings” is the fact
that certain conditions can bring a correction to the rational schemes and push an ordinary old building
in the direction of “heritage”, i.e., to become “old-and-nice” and worth “saving”. In the following,
previous research and understanding of the attraction of old urban buildings were delineated. Then,
the core concepts that have guided the research were introduced.

Much previous research and discussion about the role of old buildings in urban contexts is
concerned with the causes and underlying reasons for the attraction of old buildings and emphasizes
changes in power relation in a structural framework. Emphasis has, for example, been put on the quest
for the renovation of old buildings in the urban core as an output of particular and class-based heritage
conceptions and a forerunner to urban gentrification [4]. These would then be a merely aesthetic
outcome of the constitution of the new middle class that has originated from the restructuring of the
labor market. This line of understanding points out the post-industrial liberal economic arena forging
art and economy in new mixes (second-hand stores, antiquities shops, and art galleries) and producing
(the need for) new kinds of spaces, such as exhibition halls and loft apartments [5,6]. While some
researchers have considered interest in old houses as driven by an individualistic and self-contained
postmodern human subjectivity, shackled in self-presentation and self-fulfillment, others have instead
pointed at the cumbersome desire for keeping one’s life-worlds, and that this is connected to a
social criticism towards brutal modernist urban planning [7,8]. There is also research delineating the
genealogies of particular geographical imaginations, foregoing and directing the discursive turn into
an extended urban heritage and new kinds of urban preservation [9,10]. A major line of research has
developed around issues of different kinds of relations between preservations regulation (safeguarding
and listing), and spatial planning with the main aim to balance public and private interests [11,12].
Here, “urban heritage” is the outcome of selection and regulation under the header of an authorized
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heritage discourse that while differing between nations and over time, still focus on setting apart
particular jewels. As shown, the major lines of understandings are accordingly concerned with
structures: The (reasons to and effects of) closures of rent-gaps at one end of the scale, and the (various
and changing reasons to and effects of) heritage regulation on the other end. Emerging research
contextualizes urban heritage as to varying degrees related to and incorporated in a spectrum of
implicit or explicit urbanisms [13].

A critical reflection is that many of these research inputs seem to depart from certain pre-conceptions
that include un-articulated modernist views of the world. Any other practice than the regular replacing
of old urban buildings with new ones (the rational exploitation of rent gaps) is deviant to the norm.
From such perspectives, heritage as a phenomenon, including its institutions and regulations, becomes
a target of critique [14], but more importantly, it brings understandings of urban transformations where
care-taking, ethos, emotions, and alike, by default are made into abnormalities.

The research presented in this article suggested that a more comprehensive understanding of the
very appearance and robust sustainability of old buildings in urban contexts could be reached by using
the perspective of entanglement. This enables for a more modest understanding, but one that allows a
focus on the actual connections that the phenomenon of concern is an integral part of. Central for the
research of this paper were a series of concepts that encircle a contextual understanding: “heritage
urbanism”, “care-taking”, and “alternative markets”.

For this paper, I departed from the concept of ‘heritage urbanism’ as developed by Bojanić Obad and
Šćitaroci 2019 [1]. While rooted in planning, heritage urbanism aims at finding a general methodology
to enhance heritage. Heritage is here viewed not as isolated objects defined by particular actors,
but rather related to the immediate and wider environment and how this becomes engaged in particular
aims to create a more sustainable future. As a concept, “heritage urbanism” encircles how different
approaches in different ways relate to sustainable ways to plan for the future [1]. Emerging research in
other fields supports this understanding and emphasizes the importance of a more comprehensive
understanding of practices of care-taking, particularly in terms of repair [15]. This paper understood
repair as many kinds of engagements that take place in “between breakdown and restoration of the
practical equilibrium” [15]. Research on repair practices related to buildings is still emerging, with some
notable exceptions [3]. The separate research field, called building conservation/preservation, based
upon best-practice, is considered as an example itself of the phenomenon and was thus left aside in
this article. On the larger urban scale, practices of repair include a wide range of professionals, such as
plumbers, painters, carpenters, dustmen, glaziers, etc. This is what Nigel Thrift’s notion of “urban
glue” is about: The ways in which an entire city can hold together by a whole host of activities that
are constantly ongoing and that are carried out by amateurs as well as a wide range of professionals.
All these activities make the urban fabric and constructions sustainable. They counteract deterioration,
wear, and entropy. This notion illuminates the many ways in which the city’s material fabric remains
intact through practices of maintenance and repair [16,17], and do relate to the conceptualization of
heritage as an outcome discussed above.

A central concern of this paper was to address the connection of practices of repair to
markets. Markets evolve at the intersection of politics, economy, and ecology and require a specific
organization [18–20], meaning a context and network where particular items—material and skills—are
exchanged. It is necessary to relate property managers care-taking activities to the construction
market; but for this research, the notion of “market” needs elaboration. The concept of “alternative
markets” enables for a distinction. Core components in an alternative market are plurality as well as
relationships: A “huge variety of economic transactions, labor practices, and economic organizations
that contribute to social well-being worldwide”, also involving aspects, such as non-markets and
unpaid labor [21]. The market of concern in this paper—the trade of skills, knowledge, as well as
items, to enable repair activities of old buildings has a distinctly marginal position in relation to the
regular construction market (that aims at modernization or regular renewal), and in this paper was
conceptualized “alternative”.
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2. Materials and Methods

This article was based on qualitative studies. The main empirical material concerned stakeholders
as well as minor actors, such as property owners active in the reinvestment in and renovation of old
urban buildings during the 1990s in the geographic area of central Gothenburg, in south-western
Sweden. The analysis was informed by several previous studies in this area and this field of
knowledge [9,22]. The methodological perspective was drawn from the school of hermeneutics,
and the empirical strategy was motivated by the aim to complement previous studies on urban heritage
and heritage urbanism. The material was gathered in ethnographic fieldwork and included extensive
interviews, as well as document analysis, in combination with on-site observations. The time-period
for the fieldwork was 2016–2017, and the interviews were performed on-site at properties and in the
street, as well as in offices.

3. Results and Discussion

In the late 1980s, most central quarters of Gothenburg were either developed into commercial
large-scale use, like Nordstan—the biggest shopping mall of northern Europe, or were run-down and
marked by the city planning department as ripe for redevelopment. The run-down properties were
located at the fringe of the urban core. An economic recession in the early 1990s added on to this and
brought a complete status quo on the real estate market. At this time, a mid-career lawyer, for the
sake of the article named Mr. H, realized the amazing opportunities for creative navigation between
official planning regulation and cycles of the real estate market: Although it was business, he recalled
it as a deliberate support of another kind of city planning than he had seen it the preceding decade.
In the position as property owner and developer, he was able to combine his professional competence
with his personal interest in old buildings: “because they are beautiful”. To understand the navigation
of Mr. H, the article contextualized his rationales both in relation to the general logic of property
management and in relation to networks of an alternative market.

Even if the scale of Mr. H’s economic activities were moderate at this moment in time, it marks
the emergence of a kind of resource-based management of ordinary old urban buildings. In the local
context, the decade before had brought restoration and safeguarding of urban buildings through the
means of listing and state incentives, in short, a process driven by the planning authorities against
the property owners’ will to reinvest and develop. A key example is the case of the preservation of
the old buildings in the area of Haga, a run-down former working-class district. In the early 1960s,
an exploitation company, run by the city and half-owned by corporate business, had managed the
purchase of huge urban areas consisting of ordinary old buildings. The buildings were marked as
ripe for clearance and redeveloped. When activities reached the area of Haga, local protests marked a
reaction against large scale redevelopment. The local reactions, driven by well-organized and skillful
locals, architects, and academics, were soon supported by national mass media. Most striking in the
revaluation was the complete turnaround by politicians and planning authorities: From large-scale
demolition to recognition of local values and heritage qualities of Haga. The ten-year struggle by
activists ended in the preservation of the area of Haga and the designation as the heritage of more than
sixty ordinary old urban buildings, owned by private property owners as well as the city itself [9,23,24].
Haga became recognized as heritage and preserved through the means of official designation. Although
the primary reason to counteract the demolition of Haga was resource-based (the inhabitants wished
to stay put), the transformation of Haga into heritage was based upon public incentives and initiatives,
such as listing. The identity of Haga became part of an authorized heritage discourse (AHD). When,
ten years later, small-scale property owners took the lead in preservation, the roles were different.

At the time for the economic recession and the status quo of the real estate market with zero
investments, Mr. H came into companionship with the owner of a small fashion boutique. The owner
needed a better location for his shop. Both realizing the best location was in central underdeveloped
properties, they decided to put their efforts into buying a suiting central rundown property. The vision
was to put together the shop’s boutique concept (a personalized small batch of selected commodities)
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with the actual qualities of the building—its patina and small-scale structure—and this was the re-start
of their careers within real estate, leading to a prominent position as real estate managers of old
buildings for a few decades.

This idea was later developed in different ways, and in varying shapes of partnership, always
prioritizing the match of the character of the actual premises in question, to the renter and/or business.
The market niche that they envisioned was that of combining a particular customer/renter with the
particular premises: The renter was a small-scale not-yet established business, shop, or office, with no
economic capital, but needs, that could be easily matched in old buildings in the central quarters.
Here the idea of small-scale interventions emerged, perfectly suiting the renter who needed a low rent.
“In the beginning, I fell in the trap of wanting to make everything too nice. After a while, I learned that
it doesn’t have to be perfect. It was of most importance that the rent for premises could be kept at a
low level. Because the initial investment was low, it was easy for us to keep the rents down if we did
not make too much renovation.”

Mr. H built was active on the real estate market of Gothenburg for several decades. From early on,
he established an informal network that consisted of business partners, planners, heritage experts but
also entrepreneurs and craftsmen. He considered the last category as crucial. From the very beginning,
he needed craftsmen with the right attitude and compatible skills. He mentioned the flooring contractor,
Glenn, who was able to provide traditional linseed raisin-based lacquers for the floors: “when you
wish to let a premise, you have to take care of the floors. If there are stains on the walls and the
ceiling, it’s all compensated by a renovated and lacquered floor.” In fact, the floors were the main focus,
and most efforts were put into keeping them nice-and-authentic. The use of plastic-based lacquers
was a big no-no. Other core skills were the electrician and the plumber. They were essential for the
result: Their competence and interest in the particular and special solutions of minimal intervention
could enable a certain degree of modernization but still not too much. The solutions of standard
modernization were not applicable, so creativity became a keyword. Mr. H was himself engaged in
the particular and very specific solutions and didn’t leave even the applications of new cables, ducts,
pipes, etc. to the craftsmen until they had shown their competence. Every intervention should be in
tune with the buildings’ atmosphere.

The network gradually extended to a lot of other people with similar ideas. Realizing that property
owners played a key role in urban planning, the city planning department and board, at that time, took
an interest in the process, paying a visit and discussed. As the buildings stock grew, and when the
building permit was needed, Mr. H consulted a heritage specialist who prepared the documentation
of each building and suggested strategies for allowance. Often, also the city museum was engaged.
This was a successful way to get the allowance needed, but most of all, it turned the role around:
In this case, the property owner came up with the preservation initiative instead of the heritage and
planning authorities.

From early on, Mr. H searched for people that shared his interest in the reuse of old building
material. One of them was Lars, an archeologist by training and a university employee working as a
teacher in building preservation, but most of all, an enthusiastic track-finder of momentarily redundant
old building material. On the agenda were activities like container-diving, visits at demolition sites,
as well as negotiations with owners of demolition objects. Suitable items, details, or material and stuff

were found everywhere and put in place in the property that, for the moment, was under renovation.
The findings were random but always of uttermost importance. Since renovation business is about
timing (the right thing in the right time), Mr. H soon realized the need to support the supply market for
reused building parts himself. The scouting for appropriate items was directed in particular directions,
one of which was Hus-till-hus, established in the late 1980s. Items with the right look, the right feel,
or even the right style could now be found, purchased, and inserted in a regular manner. Along with
the development of Mr. H’s property business to include also old industrial buildings in the urban
periphery, space was made for companies that indirectly could support the supply, like a wallpaper
company that specialized in vintage patterns printed with old school pigments.
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The alternative market for repair and maintenance that gradually emerged in the urban region
during the 1990s could offer not only reused building material, like old windows, door-knobs, and tiles
that came from demolition projects or were handed in by laymen but also shining new items in period
styles. This market both fed into the property owner’s need and was also itself a product of his
investments. A salient market item is the competence and skills that are offered, both as commodities
and as services for the customer. It is about craft skills but also networks for supply. Where can one
find a door that fits and who can set it in place, so it works properly? This market emerged during
the period of resource-based management. The interviews indicated the real estate owner’s strong
reliance on the market [22].

4. Conclusions

The article argued that the phenomenon of property owners’ small-scale and resource-based
management of ordinary old urban buildings indicates a need to reconceptualize urban heritage as
a particular outcome. The article suggested that urban heritage is about oeconomia, in the sense of
using resources wisely, for gains beyond the individual, and with long-term perspectives, including
activities of saving, safeguarding, mending, and care-taking, here encircled as resource-saving practices.
This moves urban heritage beyond both idealist and structuralist understandings, focusing on particular
kinds of objects or objects defined by particular actors, etc. The perspective employed allows a focus
on the entanglements of material and matter.

The article presented the emergence of a new kind of management ethos of urban ordinary
buildings among real estate owners: Resource-based management. Preservation in this field, outside
of regulation (listing, preservation) appears as based upon the notion of resources-management
“reverential maintenance and repair of the existing fabric of old buildings”, and set-up in contrast to
ordinary managerially-defined cycles of investment. With property owners taking the lead, the local
planning authorities and local official heritage institutions followed in the tracks. In this situation,
the character of real estate management appeared as less related to the mere rational exploitation
of rent-gaps, or tactic navigation between different modes of governance and clutters of regulation.
Instead, we can discern how a certain mindset among property owners, an ethos, made up the
framework for actions. This ethos was about resource-based reverential maintenance of old buildings
as well as about an acknowledgment of existing qualities of 19th-century urban space. This idealist
ethos, however, cannot be distinguished by its eloquent discourse alone but is entangled in a wide
range of different practices of economy, some of which follow the calculated time-schemes of real estate
management, some of which play out completely different temporal scales. In this case, we discerned
a particular material outcome: The reuse of old buildings that, while often undergoing renovation,
restoration, or rebuilding, this has been performed with attendance to minimal waste of recourses in
combination with minimal interventions and careful choice of reversible materials.

The main contribution is the identification of property owners’ explicit resource-based ethos and
contextualization of this ethos. For the means of understanding the ethos involved, the study introduced
the notion of “factual life-span of buildings”. We observed the key role played by first—informal
networks consisting of craftsmen, heritage specialists, planning officers, and entrepreneurs, and second
an “alternative market for repair of old buildings”. This alternative market consists of the exchange of
old reused parts and details from old buildings (instead of modern additions) and by the exchange of
skills, know-how, and skilled craft (instead of cheap quick-fix).

The alternative market for repair and maintenance was, of course, entangled in a broad spectrum
of other kinds of concerns and economies, each organized in a particular way [22]. So, while conceiving
of it as an alternative market, it shall not be conflated with the fact that repair and maintenance
of old buildings are not one singular activity, or set of activities, with one coherent set of actors.
The common terms that indicate distinctions between different kinds of practical interventions aiming
at maintenance, such as restoration, replication, repristination, conservation, or anastylosis from the
context of conservation of heritage buildings, however, appear as complexly intertwined in practice [25].
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Graham and Thrift state that: “Repair and maintenance do not have to mean exact restoration. Think
only of the bodged job, which still allows something to continue functioning but probably at a lower
level; the upgrade, which allows something to take on new features which keep it contemporary;
the cannibalization and recycling of materials, which allows at least one recombined object to carry on,
formed from the bones of its fellows; or the complete rebuild, which allows something to continue
in near pristine condition” [15]. What seems to be a clear terminology in one context is a complex
practice loaded with compromises in real situations. Following Graham and Thrift, above, the old
urban buildings of concern here were not neutral backdrops for a set of easily encircled sociocultural
practices. In these other networks, the old buildings did stand out as individuals, sometimes even
with persona qualities. They were entangled in human and non-human networks where they became
engaged in other ways than they would have been in the context of mainstream modernization projects.
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